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Membership

51 Full members
10 Associate members
12 Observers

Domain count FM

78 million
75 % ccTLD domains
- Zookstudy
- WTPF preparation
- Stat survey
- Ongoing website development
Managing future Growth

1. European focussed
2. Serving the interest of ccTLDs
3. Restricted inflow of new members
4. Cooperation with Domain Consortium
5. Review yearly
More about CENTR?

www.centr.org

@CENTRnews
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Facilitating DIALOGUE and the EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
Regional Focus

Global Cooperation

Different from ccNSO
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Shows the growth evolution in terms of domain counts (bars) and monthly growth rates (red line) against the monthly growth rates of global gTLDs.

Source: CENTR database, Hosterstats.com
Statistics – Wholesale pricing

Shows the price of a domain to the Registrar of European ccTLDs (to the nearest whole number)

Sample/Source: 33 ccTLDs, CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)
Statistics – DNSSEC status

Shows the DNSSEC status of European countries. Sample/Source: 37 ccTLDs, CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)
Shows the number of DNSSEC enabled domains in each TLD that has implemented DNSSEC.

Sample/Source: 22 ccTLDs (taken between December 2012 - January 2012), CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)

**The SIDN success**

SIDN see DNSSEC as a priority given security issues – “abuse via DNS in a zone is likely to reflect negatively on the reputation of the Registry”. *(referenced from GA48 Brussels)*

(over 1.3 million signed domains in October 2012)
Statistics – ICANN Accredited Registrars.

Shows the number of ICANN Accredited Registrars as a percentage of total Registrars for each Registry.

Sample/Source: 23 ccTLDs, CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)
Statistics – Growth in domain names

Shows the expectations of growth for 2013

Sample/Source: 34 ccTLDs, CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)
Statistics – Growth in domain names

Shows the evolution of growth among European ccTLDs. Sample/Source: 34 ccTLDs, CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)
Statistics - Registry Employee headcounts

Shows the changes in employee headcounts between 2011 and 2012

Sample/Source: 29 ccTLDs, CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)

- 29% Decreased headcount
- 36% Same headcount
- 36% Increased headcount

Bar chart showing the number of employees in Registry (Full Time Equivalent) for different ccTLDs in 2011 and 2012.
Statistics – Budget Allocations

Shows the average (median) allocation of a Registry budget in each category.

Sample/Source: 18 ccTLDs, CENTR Statistical Survey (Jan13)

- Technical operations: 41%
- Admin/HR: 35%
- Marketing/promo/comm/PR: 8%
- Security/R&D: 7%
- Legal/contracts/compliance: 4%
- Community/funding/comps etc: 5%
Market penetration ccTLD / gTLD

Luxembourg
Montenegro
Cyprus

CENTR DomainWire Stats 2012/2
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THANK YOU!

peter@centr.org

www.centr.org